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Top Design Trends to Follow for 2020 
 With the start of a new decade, many changes are taking place. In regards to design trends, 2010 brought white kitchens, 
clean lines and minimalistic decor. Now, there’s a shift to older, more rustic looks. 
 While these trends may not peak until later on, now is the ideal time for sellers to prepare their house for new buyers 
filtering into the market. This includes many Gen X buyers who are starting to reach the age when they’re thinking about home-
ownership. To help you, here are some of the top design trends to look for in 2020. 
 Kitchen - In 2010, white kitchens were all the rage. In fact, according to interior design company Houzz, nearly 40 per-
cent of homeowners are still installing white cabinets during their renovations. If you’re thinking of installing a white kitchen, 
you may want to wait. Wood cabinets are projected to make a comeback this decade, as the rustic look has become more appeal-
ing. 
 Similarly, rather than sticking with a white palette, muted tones like grays and blues are catching buyers’ eyes. If you’re 
more bold, though, Classic Blue, which is a shade of navy, is the 2020 Pantone Color of the Year. Kitchen decor is also making a 
reappearance, moving away from the minimalist design. The idea is to make the space feel like another room in the home, rather 
than a sterile environment for preparing meals. By hanging artwork or displaying their favorite dishes with an open-cabinet de-
sign, owners will be able to showcase the room as a warm, welcoming space. 
 Living Room - According to the National Association of Realtors, staging the living room was found to be the most 
important for 47 percent of buyers. Stage this room with style by focusing on vintage accents and more natural touches. Both 
vintage art and furniture are making their way back into this decade. Antique art that has a story to tell can be a great focus piece 
for potential buyers. In addition to this, furniture from the 1800s and early 1900s are also trending. Incorporating a couple of 
statement pieces, such as an apothecary table or secretary or spooled-leg table, can create the perfect balance. 
 Adding natural touches is also a great way to keep up with the times without spending a fortune on staging. While plants 
can add a relaxing ambiance to any living room, the sophisticated olive tree is expected to become popular this decade, replacing 
the more dramatic fiddle leaf fig or gaudy ficus. If you have been hanging on to any wicker or rattan furniture, give it a place it 
deserves. These natural textures are expected to gain attention in the coming decade. 
 Bedrooms and Bathrooms - Warmth and comfort seem to be a recurring theme throughout these new trends. In the 
bedroom, while neutral color schemes are still expected to continue, consider a warm color palette for home decor. A coral-
colored throw or ochre rug can enhance the room without going overboard. Comfortable, cozy fabrics are also on the rise and 
can help potential buyers imagine themselves curling up in the room with a good book. 
 According to the 2019 U.S. Houzz Bathroom Trends Study, 38 percent of homeowners added or replaced a master 
bathroom tub. Of those, 50 percent chose to install a freestanding flat-bottom tub shape. In addition to this, while statement 
walls have been popular for a number of years, statement rooms are rising to the forefront. This means wrapping the room in an 
eye-catching design, such as bold floral wallpaper or a natural texture. Another new fad is installing a built-in bench or stool in 
order to add additional seating. 
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Mike Malec's Real Estate Watch 

630 Barberry Drive 
Longmont - $391,000 

 
This beautiful spacious town-

house is filled with natural 
light & awesome views of the 

Front Range. Located in a 
wonderful area with mature 

trees  across from park.  

15100 Lantana Drive 
Broomfield - $998,000 

 
Fantastic home in Wildgrass. 
Immaculate home with high-

end finishes: soapstone & 
quartz surfaces, hardwood 

flooring & custom cabinetry. 
Soaring vaults & windows. 

5743 Marshall Drive 
Boulder - $1,200,000 

 
Almost 14 acres of land only 

15 minutes from the Pearl 
Street Mall. 2 shares of Da-

vidson Ditch. City Open 
Space on two sides. Flatirons 

& Marshall Mesa views.  

929 Compass Drive  
Erie - $845,751 

 
New construction build with 

Lennar Homes. Compass 
enjoys a location surrounded 
by natural beauty, conven-
iently located close to Den-
ver, Boulder &the Rockies. 



Trend Report 
 2020 started off with a bang with very strong showing activity as can be seen in the chart top left. Showing ac-
tivity that was stronger than the average of the boom years for all of January. That strength has moderated, but we’re 
still seeing levels that remain stronger than 2019. 
 The percentage of homes under contract in the various areas within Boulder County is also showing early year 
strength. Boulder County is at 46% under contract as I write this. That is a level higher than we reached at any point 
during 2019. There is even more strength evident in Superior, Louisville, Lafayette and Longmont with all of those are-
as being more then 55% under contract. 
 The two ways in which we measure the number of homes for sale are also showing early year market strength. 
The first, the Available Supply of homes, which is a measure of the number of homes on the market versus the absorp-
tion through home sales is at a level showing we would sell out of homes for sale in 3 months versus the 4 months last 
January. Both of those levels are reflective of a seller’s market which occurs whenever we have less than 5-7 months of 
supply. The second way we measure the number of homes for sale, Available Inventory, is also showing strength, with 
only 363 homes for sale across all of Boulder County that are not under contract as of early February.  During the 
worst part of the Great Recession, that level stood at 2,420 homes available for sale, showing how different our market 
is now compared to then. This current level is tighter than it was last February and while not at historic lows, it is a 
reading that puts this metric near the bottom of our new normal range.  
 The forecast for 2020, a strong start to the year that will moderate as we move towards summer. Entry level 
price points will be the most active and buyer demand will moderate as you move up in price point. Sellers with special 
properties (backing to open space or views, Pottery Barn perfect finishes, or exceptional value or functionality) will like-
ly see still buyers acting in a frenzied manner with multiple offers and waived contingencies at the start of the year. I 
expect this strong start will moderate as we move further into the year with the biggest question of 2020 being when 
will that moderation start and how deeply will the market moderation be. Even with a possible mid-year market moder-
ation, I expect the overall Boulder County market will see 4-6% price appreciation when all 
is said and done. Have a wonderful 2020! Mike Malec 
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